4/8/22 Accessibility and Advocacy Committee
Meeting Minutes
Held virtually via Google Meets and in person at the City Building
In attendance: Dianne Bouvier, Rob Delach, Lisa Simpson, Ally Hughes, Annah Korpi, Carolyn Lewis
Not in Attendance: Micah McCrarey, Joe Brumfield

A. Code office collaboration Audit
- Doesn’t seem to be making progress as hoped for – not getting a lot of responses, and
business owners are busy and not able to take time to meet on cold calls. Davey proposes
making contact through personal connections
1. Sol
a. Annah will try to find out owner
2. Jackie O’s
a. Art Oestrike, Michelle –
b. Davey will get in touch
c. Brian 3. CVS
a. Davey – can check out this – Annah too
4. White’s Mill
a. Tyler Schloss and Rodney Dowler – Dianne will check
5. Other options
1. Village Bakery
a. Davey can talk with them as they already made progress
2. Zoe’s
a. Annah will talk to Zoe’s
Possibly code office letter should come after reaching out
Need to find ways to set up meetings – do it through personal connections
Ohio Valley Museum of Discovery – want to invite Jen Parsons and see plans in the Fall.
Athens Armory is another long term project – meeting last week went well.

B. Walk Talk and Roll
1. Discussions around indoor and outdoor stations
2. End with a luncheon (pizza and drinks that the Commission can pay for)
3. Stimson to Uptown – Zoes, then to the curb cuts. Passionworks accessible doors.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Jw mc’s program.
100 for pizza or so, and refreshments.
BBAC – Lisa Simpson will see if they can act as “sponsor” and attend
Davey and Rob will walk route on Wednesday next week
Dianne will talk with jw about MC’ing event
Carolyn – invite celebrities and radio for a live feed.
a. City, chamber of commerce, UBA – uptown business association – Jessica Thomas
b. Colin Widdoes – Armory architect
c. Commissioners
d. Dianne will look into Armory space
e. Davey will talk to Zoe’s
f. Paul – Dianne will reach out.
g. Rob will talk to Jessica at Brennans
h. City Council and Commissioners -Carolyn
i. Mayor Patterson welcomes
j. Dianne will talk to Steve about zoom and storage of documents.

Meeting adjourned at 1 pm

